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Band: Agaze (S) 

Genre: Hard Rock / Heavy Metal  

Label: Mighty Music 

Albumtitle: Bullshit Drama Social Media 

Duration: 33:28 

Releasedate: 25.03.2016 

 

"For fans of Avenged Sevenfold, Rob Zombie and Hardcore Superstar." This is the statement of the label. That 

sounds like an interesting mixture of the debut album "Bullshit Drama Social Media" offered by the Swedish Agaze. 

However, Agaze have their own memorability, even though one can pick out the above mentioned bands.  

 

Already the first track indicates that the album brings a lot of fun. Well done Heavy Metal which will find its fans. The 

drums dictate the rhythm and press impressive parts out of the speakers.  

The bass also runs after the beat and gives once in a while the main points. Last but not least the vocalist remains. 

He does a good job,furthermore he surprises the listener with his diversity of voices.  

 

Even in the first song "Rock Bottom" one listens to an effective start of guitars with driving drum beat and booming 

bass. It's an aggressive strophe that could not be more fitting. One can already get up to start dancing. It needs only 

a simple refrain and a small solo to create the first stunner. So it goes on, sometimes with more, sometimes with less 

power. I could write about each song because each of them sounds equal but never boring.  

 

Conclusion:  

Agaze present a debut that surprises me positively. This album is absolutely ageless and an enrichment for all 

parties. One who likes Avenged Sevenfold, Rob Zombie or Hardcore Superstars will also like "Bullshit Drama Social 

Media". I am sure. 

 

Recommendation: Everything 

 

Rating: 8,5/10 

 

Weblink: http://www.agaze.rocks , http://www.facebook.com/Agaze.official 

 

LineUp: 

 

Zeb Borg – Vocals 

Daniel XIX Nilsson – Guitars 

Eric Rydén – Guitars 

Håkan Hcan Strind – Drums 

Susanna Salminen – Bass 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Rock Bottom 

02. My Progeny 

03. Adrenaline 

04. Without You 

05. Drama Queen 

06. My Hate Breeds 

07. Hunt You Down 

08. BDSM 

09. Last Caress 

 

Author: Basser1971 / Translator: Dine 


